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In 1936, Malcev [l] constructed a cancellative monoid M gener-

ated by eight elements which couldn't be embedded in a group. Later

on, Chehata [2] and Vinogradov [3] showed that M could be ordered.

This gave a counterexample to the conjecture that every ordered

monoid could be embedded in a group. Since the monoid ring F [./If]

of an ordered monoid M over a (not-necessarily commutative) field

F is a (not-necessarily commutative) integral domain, this also showed

that not every integral domain could be embedded in a field. In the

present paper, we give a somewhat different construction of an

ordered monoid N generated by six or more elements which cannot

be embedded in a group.

Let Z denote the ring of integers, 5= {x,y|i = l, 2, jÇ_Z] be a set

of indeterminates, and A be the free monoid generated by S. Each

a£:S, a^í, has the form a = a\ • • • a„ for some a.-G-S. We call n the

degree of a, ra = deg a. As usual, we let deg 1=0. We order A by de-

grees and lexicographically from the assumed ordering

1 < xu < xn < x2i < xn       for all i,j G Z with i < j.

Thus, if a = ai • ■ • am and b—b\ ■ ■ • bn with a,-, ô^G-S, then a<b iff

either deg a <deg b or deg a = deg b and there exists an integer k such

that a, = bi if i < k and ak < bk-

For any i, jElZ, let [i, j] and [i,j]' be defined as follows: (1) [i,j]

= [i, j]' = (i+J)/2 if i+j is even, (2) [i, j] = (i+j-l)/2 and [i, j}'

= (i+j+l)/2 if i+j is odd. Also, let TQA be defined by

T = {xiiXu \i,j G Z,i> j]

and B be the ideal of A generated by T. Finally, let N = A — B.

We define an operation of multiplication, ■, in N by letting a-b=ab

if abQB, and

Xii-Xij = XikXw       if i > j,    where    k = [i,j].

Thus, if a = a'xu and b=X\jb', with i>j and a', b'E:N, we have a-b

= a'xuX\h'b'. Since nothing more happens in a-b than the replacement

of one Xii on the right end of a by x2k and one ¡Cy on the left end of b

by Xw, evidently multiplication in N is associative and deg a-b

= deg a+deg& for all a, bE^N.
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Each a^N, aj£\, has a unique normal form a = ai ■ ■ ■ an where

all a¡(ES and <z,a,-+i(£r, i = \, ■ ■ ■ , n — \. We order N by assuming

its elements, in normal form, are ordered by the ordering in A.

Theorem 1. \N; •} is an ordered monoid.

Proof. Let a, b, c(EN with a<b. If deg a<deg b, then clearly

a-c<b-c and c-a<c-b. So let us assume that deg a = deg b = n and

Case 1. w>l. By assumption, a = a\ ■ ■ ■ an, b=bi • • • bn, c = Ci

■ ■ • Ck, where a<, bi, c¿£S, and there exists an integer j such that

o¿ = o,if i<j and aj<bj. If j = l, evidently a-c<b-c, and we need only

check that Ct-a1<Cf6i to prove that c-a<c-b. If 1 <j<n, Ck-ai = Ck-bi

and hence c-a<c-6; and obviously a-c<b-c. lij — n, Ck-a\ = Ck-b\ and

c-a<c-b; while a-c<b-c provided an-Ci<bn-Ci. This reduces the

problem to the following case.

Case 2. « = 1, with a, &, c£S. If a=xn and b==Xi¡, with î<j, then

a-c = ac<bc = b-c. Also, c-a=ca<cb = c-b unless c=x2m and ot>î. If

i<mfíj, then r-a=x2fcXi*' <X2mxu = c-b since &= [?w, i]<m. If m>j,

c-a=x2jfcXit- <x2¡Xu' because either k—\m, i]<[m, j]—l or &=/ and

fe' <¿' (this is the case only if j = i +1 and m -\-i is even).

If o=x2< and 6=x2y, with î</°, then a similar analysis shows that

c-a<c-b and a-c<b-c for all c£-S-

Finally, we might have a=xu and è=x2y. Then a-c<b-c for all

eGS. If c = Xim then clearly c-a = ca<cb = c-b. If c = x2m, then c-a

= ca<cb=c-b if >w^i, whereas, if m>i, c ■ a = x^Xw <X2mx2j = c • b

because & = [w, t] <m. This proves the theorem.

For any m, n£Z, with m<n, let 5(»z, w) = {x,-j|¿ = 1, 2, m^j^n]

and A^m, «) be the submonoid of N generated by S{m, n). Since

i_ [*, j] ïï [t, j]' ^i for all t, jÇLZ with t <j, evidently each element of

N{m, n) when expressed in normal form is a product of elements of

S{m, n). If m<n, m'<n', and n — m = n'—m', then it is clear that

N{m, n)^N{m', »')•

Theorem 2. Ffee monoid N{1, 3) generated by six elements cannot be

embedded in a group.

The standard proof of Malcev can be used. Thus, assume that

7Y(1, 3) is a submonoid of some group G. Since x22-Xn = x2iXi2, Xm-Xu

=x22Xi2, and x23-xi2 = X52Xi3, we have in G that x^lX2i=XnXÏ21=x.J31Xn

= xnxï3l. Hence, x22Xi2=x2iX1s contrary to the definition of the monoid

N. Therefore, N{1, 3) cannot be embedded in a group.

A consequence of Theorem 2 and our remarks above is that the

monoid N{m, n) with n>m + i cannot be embedded in a group.
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If F is any integral domain, then the monoid ring F[N] generated

by N over F is also an integral domain. For if /=/itti+ • • • -\-fmam

andg=gi6i+ • • • +gnbn are elements of F[N], with/,-, g{GF,fm?¿0,

gn5¿0, and ait biE.N such that ai< • • • <omandèi< ■ • • <bn, then

fg is nonzero with highest term/mg„am¿>„. Since N cannot be embedded

in a group, F[N] cannot be embedded in a field. This is also true of

each subdomain F[N(m, n)] for which «>m + l.

For any integral domain D and its associated ring (£>)„ of «Xn

matrices over D, the poset P of annihilating right ideals of (7J>)„ has

dimension at least ». If D is a field, or a subring of a field, the dimen-

sion of P is exactly n. For other domains, the dimension of P might

be considerably different as the following result shows.

Theorem 3. If F is a field, R = F[N], and P is the poset of annihi-
lating right ideals of (i?)2, then P satisfies neither the dec nor the ace.

Proof. Let {c«|t, J = l, 2} be the usual unit matrices in (i?)2. If

i+l^j and r + i^s, then X2i-Xij=Xir-Xu iff i+j — r+s. For each

nÇ_Z, let an = Xînen — X2n+ieiz and bnj = Xin+ie1j+xlne2j, j = l, 2. Then

the right annihilator of an in (i?)2 is given by

(1) («.)' =   ¿   £*«(*>i-
fc=—»  y=i

For if £/V,7G(an)r, then x2nfu = xin+ifn and x2n/i2 = x2n+i/22. If

fij=piiiciii+Pij2cni+ " " " . with PijkGF, cijkE.N, and c,yi<c,j2

< ■ ■ • , necessarily pnk=pnk, puk = pnk, x2n■ cm = x2n+i• c2u, x2n-c12t

= x2n+i • c22a for each &. Thus, it is clear that Cn* = xu • c'nt, Ciu=Xij-c'21t

with i^n-\-\, j — i—\, and cJu = C2lt for each k; and similarly for cl2*

and c22*. Thus, s.fueu has the form given in (1). Since (an)r<(an+i)r

for all «G2, P satisfies neither the dec nor the ace. This proves the

theorem.
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